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THE DIVISION OF LABOUR AROUND INDUSTRIAL ROBOTS'

t Introduction

The diffusion of industrial robots has Increased rapkily in the maJor industrialized countries since

approximately 1985. Small and medium-sized companies have begun to adopt industrial robots.
Despfte thls growing interest in the varbus modes d application of industrial robots and the

continuous academic interest for labour organisatlons, hardly any empirical research has been
carried out In the Netheriands regarding the dMskxt of labour around Industrial robots wfth the

exception of spot welding robots in the automobile industry (Roobeek, 1987; Huijgen arxl Pot,

1988). However, this category of robots is a rather special case (qauwaert c.s., 1987), because:
- unlike most other Dutch robots they are used in a production line;

- they are relatively simple robots;

- they only perform a limited number of fixed operations.

The aim of this paper is to formulate a theoretical model and, where possible, propositions to
guide empirical research by means of case studies. Yin (1984) points to the necessity of
formulating such proposftions in case study research. Thus, this paper is an attempt to indentify

the main factors that influence the organisation of labour around industrial robots. The research
will be aimed at robots other than spot welding robots or even be limited to the use of arc

welding robots. As the area is little researched, the paper has a tentative character of the paper.

For this reason, the paper is issued as a discussion paper. Comments are welcome.

The paper is organized as fdlows. Section two deals with the definition and technical aspects of

industrial robots. In the third section, a doser look is taken at the diffusion of industrial robots in

some of the major industrialized countries. The fourth section forms the heart of the paper: after

introducing the various tasks that exist around industrial robots, the major factors influencing

the division of these tasks over tunction will be discussed and propositions will be formulated.

Section five ends this paper with a discussion.

M earlier draft of this papsr was prsaentsd on The Third Mternational ProducNon Manayemsnt
Conference on Manaflsment and New ProducUon Systsms, which was jointly orpanizsd by EIASM and
tha t)epartment of Psycholopy of ths Univsrsity of t~teborg in Gótsborp, May 27-28, 1991 (Bendsrs sn
l~e Haan, 1991). The paper beneflttsd from comments of participants of this conference aa well as from
Job de Haan and Hana IWmmers.
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2. Industrial robots

The confusion around industrial robots is substantial. Robot pioneer Joseph Engelberger is
quoted by Reijers and De Haas as follows:

'I cannot define a robot, but I can tell you for sure when I see one' (1986).
Various definitions exist in several countries. The definition of the Japanese Industrial Robot
Association JIRA in particular contrasts with Western defini[ions. The former definition
acknowledges manipulators wfth two degrees of freedom as robots, while the latter are all more
restr(ctNe with respect to the degrees of freedom a robot ought to have. The intemational
Standardization Organisation defines a robot as fdlows:

'The industr'~al robot is an automatic position-contrdled reprogrammable mult'rfunctional
manipulator having several axes capable of handling material, parts, tods or specialized
devices through variable programmed operations for the performance of a variety of
tasks.'

Although even the ISO definition does not specify the number of degrees of freedom necessary
to be acknowledged as a robot, there seems to be a communis opinio in the Western world that
this number shouid be at least four, which can be concluded from the omission of the lowest
two levels of Japanese robots from intemational comparisons of the diffusion of Industrial
robots.

Two technical aspects of the ISO definition deserve further attention as there is a great deal of
confusion about them. These aspects are:
- the reprogrammability of industrial robots;

- the multffunctionality of industrial robots.
Both dimensions seem to have given the irxfustrial robot the image of a supermachine, fitted to
produce flexibly a large variety of products and perform many different operations. A closer look
at some technical details will nuance this image.
Three of the main elements of industrial robots are:

- the contrd mechanism;

- the robot mechanism or body;

- the effectors, like grippers and tools.

Most industrial robots are currently programmed by the 'powered leadthrough' method, which is
also being called 'teach in'. It invdves the use of a teach pendant (hand-held contrd box) which
has toggle switcties or contact buttons for controlling the movements of the robot arm. The
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operator drives the robot arm into the desired posftions, which are recorded in the memory.

During subsequent playback, the robot moves through this sequence of position on fts own

power. This form of robot programming can only be done oMine. Leadthrough programming

therefore results in downtime of the robot. The length of this set-up time has an important

economic consequence namely, that leadthrough programming can only be used for relatively

long production runs and batches (Groover, 19E37, 320-325).

One and the same robot body may be used for a variery of applications. In t9f38 the 'RRR confi-

guratlon' (denoting the use d three rotatkx~al axes) was the most popular conflguration in the

Netherlands. As far as the quality of the dataset allows one to draw conclusbns, 85 96 of all

Dutch industrial robots had a RRR configuration. This configuratlon was used for six different

applications. Such a broad variery of applications might have helped to give the robot an aura

of multi-functionality.

However, the body of a robot needs to be supplemented by effectors, which are grippers or

toois to perform the spec'rfic operations the robot is purchased for. These effectors often form a

substantlal part of the investment in robots, as they frequently have to be designed and made

according to the spec'rfications of customers. It is not unusual that the peripheral equipment

makes up two thirds of the total investment. Given the fact that effectors are always specific for

some application and often for a specific production process, the multffunctionaliry of industr'~al

robots is limited by the extent to which the effectors are specffic. For this reason alone, hardly

any robot is used for more than one application.

It can be stated that despite the existence of minor differences in various definitions of industrial

robots, the general idea of what a robot is and consists of is fairly clear. Although theoretically a

robot may be used for a wide variery of operations and for the production of a large number of

different products, because of the spec'rficity of their effectors and the limfted possibílities of on-

line programming methods to quickty change software, most robots ought to be characterized

as dedicated machinery. It can be no surprise that some robot producers are specializing in

certafn applications.
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3. The diffusion of industrial robots

Table 1 is based on data provkfed by Vickery and Campbell (1989) and the Kefzai Koho Center
(lsso).

Table t : The intemationat diffusion of Industrial robots

1980 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1989
Australia 528 800 925 1350

Austria 80 115 170 250 305

Bel ium 58 514 775 975 1035 1132 1231

Brazil 35

Canada 250 700
Danmark 38 76 114 160 210 277
Finland 20 109 180 247 336 418

France 580 1920 2750 4150 5270 6577 9000
est German 1255 4800 6600 8800 12400 14900 22395

Great-Britain 371 1753 2623 3208 3683 4303 5908

Ital 353 1510 2600 3808 5000 6500 9979
Ja n 9660 29100 45600 66000 84000 106000 219667
Korea 35 95 249 454
Netherfands 51 120 213 350 630 747
New Zealand 13 31 42 65

Norwa 170 275 323 396 431

Sin a re 1 70 90 145 227 309 1389
S in 56 433 525 688 859 1131 1751
Sweden 990 1452 1745 2046 2383 2750 3463
Switzerland 50 110 191 290 382 450

Taiwan 148 227 292 457
United States 4500 8000 13000 20000 25000 29000 36977

Sources : Vickery and Campbell, 1989, 116. The last column (1989) is based on
Keizai Koho Center, 1990, 27. The French number is an estimate; the
Belgian number concems 1988.

Although these data differ slightly from the data provided by Tan( ( t989), some conclusions can

be validly drawn.
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1. All countries show an Increasing use of robots over time;

2. International differences in the use of robots are qufte substantial.

Explanatlons for the substantial variations shown in Table 1 indude, in addition to the varying

absdute sizes of manufacturing industry in the irnestigated countries, the presence of the

automobfle industry, which was a prominent early adopter of (spot welding) robots, and the

presence of robot manufacturers.

The consultancy agency ANERTEK presents the fdiowing data regarding the diffusbn d

industriai robots in the Netheriands. These data have been acquired (rom robot suppliers, who

provided Ilsts of their customers. However the data suffer from some limitatkms:

- two suppliers, among whom the maricet leader, refused to cooperate;

- fourteen users did not allow the publicatbn of their data;

- only suppliers in the Netheriands are Induded;

- intemally developed robots are exduded, which is especially relevant with regard to

Philips. Philips uses approximately 200 IGbonding machines in its Nijmegen plant.

These machines ought to be characterised as industrial robots, since they satisfy the

requirements of the definition.

However, these data are the most complete known to be available.
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Figure 1: The diffusion of industrial robots in The Netherlands

76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88
YEAR

Source : ANERTEK, 1989.

The diffusion in The Netherlands seems to follow the same pattem as that in the countries

mentioned in Table 1. Figure 1 clearly shows that the diffusion got an upswing in the second

half of the eighties. Illustratfve is the fact that 41 percent of these robots are arc welding robots.

The percentage of spot welding robots dropped from 25 percent in 1987 to 20 percent in 1989.

As practically all spot welding robots are used in Vdvo's Bom plant, this fact points to the

acceptance of this 'new' technology in small and medium-sized enterprises.

It can be concluded that the diffusion of lndustrial robots varies greatly between different

countries. Furthermore, all industrial countries seem to be increasingly making use of industrial

robots as they are also being adopted by small and medium-sized enterprises in increasing

numbers.
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4. The division of labour around industrial robots

The tasks that can be identified around industr(al robots are similar to the tasks around
NC machines. Rempp, Boffo and Lay (1981) give the following ways of dividing the tasks

around CNC machines over several functions.

Figure 2: The divislon of labour around CNC machines.
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Source : Rempp, Boffo and Lay, 1981.

Although these ways of dtviding labour are by no means exhaustive, the idea of degrees of

freedom as related to the division of labour (as opposed to technological determinism) is clearly

illustrated by it. The central item with regard to the division of labour is generally believed to be

the question of programming centrally versus programming decentraily. The centralization or
decentralization of the task 'optimizing the program' is another, though somewhat less important

item.

Figure 3 is a graphic representation of the theoretical model. The numbers 1 to 5 refer to the

subsequent subsections of this sectkm, in which these factors denoted by the numbers are

discussed. These factors are thought to Influence the decision to opt for a particular form of
dividing the tasks around robots over the various functions around robots.
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Figure 3: A theoretical model
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In the remainder o( this section, this theoretical model will be elucidated. The model is stated in

terms of 'elective affinities', or 'reciprocal interdependence rather than one way determinism'

(Sorge and Streeck, 1988, 27). Thus, it is more important that the elements of the theoretical

model fit together rather than determining the direction of causaliry, thereby evading a question

like: 'Which was first, the chicken or the egg ?'.

The right side of Figure 3 is an adaptation of the model used by OSA (1990, 81).

4.t. Product strateav

The general idea concerning developments on product markets and subsequent consequences

for product strategy can be summarized as follows. Due to increasing consumer spending

power and an at least equally large expansion of production capacity at the macro level, the

competition has become fiercer. The emergence of Japan as an economic power led to a

greater emphasis on product quality and later also on 'flexibility', which refers to a broad

product scope, which is continuously being altered. Mass production with standard products is

no longer feasible, but is being replaced by small batch production, which ultimately aims at

producing tailor-made products.

Despite the ease wRh which this general idea is accepted, the actual impact of these develop-
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ments remains to be seen. As Huijgen points out, these tendencies are not general: 'Only one

part of industry, particularly the private sector and the big intemationally oriented companies

within k, seem to be under discussion' (1990, 94). Some firms, for instance, in the machine

building industry, have tradkionally been producing smatl batches of products to customer

requlrements. On the other hand, subcontractors have for years continued to produce large

batches of the standardlzed products. Thus, there is a need to describe the characteristics of

the products manufactured, independently of the branch of (manufacturing) industry involved.

Sorge (1989) introduced the fdlowing so-called 'output characteristics':

Vdume of output ;

Product scope, consisting of

a. product range (number of product manufactured by parallel sub-unks of an

organisation);

b. product variability (number of products handled by one singte sub-unk);

Product complexky (measured by the number of components of a product).

All these characteristics may be measured in quantkative terms. However, Sorge's output

characteristics do not take into account an important quaiitative dimension like the product

qualiry and the quantitative dimension of changes in these variables over time. Based on the

characteristics 'product variability' and 'volume', Sorge and Streeck (1988) developed a four-foid

typology of product systems (see Table 2).

Table 2: A simple Gassification of product strategies

Standardized
price-competitive
products

Customized
quality-competitive
products

Specialized Craft
Low volume component production

production 1 2
Mass production 3 4 Diversified

High volume ( 'Fordism') quality
production

Source : Sorge and Streeck, 1988, 30.

The occurrence of new forms of labour organisations, for which a large number of names is in

use (see section 4.3 for a more detailed discussion of the properties of both forms of labour

organisations), can be seen in the light of changing output characteristics. The tradkional
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Tayloristic organisation can be compared to 'New Production Concepts' (Kern and Schumann,
1984), although both terms have to be seen as ideal rypes rather than as well descr(bed design
methods. The Tayloristic system is characterized by a high division of labour, both horizontally,
resulting in many different layers of hierarchy, and vertically, leading to many different functions,
all specialized on a small number of tasks. The systematic division of labour led to low quality
and monotonous )obs for blue cdlar workers.

According to Sorge (1991, 165), this argument Is in line with the tradition of organisation theory,
the origins of the contingency approaches, the socio-technical schod and organizational
Iearning theory, although the choice of the organisational form is not necessarNy contingent
upon the product strategy ('elective affinitles').

Thus, proposition I can be stated as fdlows:

the smaller the average batch sfze;
the higher the product variab~iry;

the higher the product complexity;

the more changes in the above mentioned variables over time;

the stronger the emphasis on product quality;

the greater the chance, that the labour organisation is characterized by:

a lower degree of horizontal and vertical division of labour;

a high quality of labour;

a decentralized programming functlon.

Proposition I must of course be seen in the light of the use of industrial robots. In section two it
was pointed out that although robots may have an aura of flexlbility, the most popular program-
ming method (teach-in or powered leadthrough) commonly in use makes it economically hardly

feasible to run small batches. The set-up time of teach-in robots is, in contrast to the general
belief, fairly long. The use of robots may correlate wfth long batches and small product
variability, and therefore also with a far reaching divislon of labour and a centralized program-
ming function.

Furthermore, the stress in a product strategy may be on either cost leadership or product
differentiation. In the latter case, the delivery time of products may be a more important perfor-

mance criterion than efficiency. If efficiency prevails, there will be a stress on the utilisation rate

of the robot; 'rf the delivery time prevails, the utilisatfon rate is of lesser importance. In the latter
case, time will be left to program and set up the robot. A reduction of set-up times may thus be
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assumed to be more relevant in the case of a strategy aimed at cost efficiency than in the case

of a product strategy which emphasizes short delivery periods (see section 4.4 for further

comments).

4~ The oroarammina method of industrial robots

In the second section some attention has been pakf to technical aspects of industrial robots.

For the divislon of labour, the main element of Industrial robots Is the programm(ng method in

use. Generally speaking, there are the fdlowing forms of programming industrial robots (also

see section two):

1. Leadthrough programming, which has two variants:

a. manuat leadthrough;

b. powered leadthrough.

2. Textual language programming;

3. Off-Ilne programming.

The last form has the advantage that the programming can be done during the operation of the

robot. However, the complexity of this method has prevented Rs large scale adoption. The

complexity of the programming methods increases in ascending order (taking the sequence

mentioned above). Since the quaiffications needed to program correspond with the complex'rty

of the programming method, proposition II concerning the retationship between the division of

labour and the programming form can be stated:

The higher the quaiffications required to use the various programming methods are, the

more likely centralized programming is. As these qual'rfications rise from the forms ta,

1 b and 2 to 3, the Iikehood of a centralized programming function increases in this

order.

Table 3 contains the relationships of proposition II more explicitly.
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Table 3: Hypothetical relationship between the division of labour around Industri-

al robots and the programming method in use.

Tasks ` Programming method 1a tb 2 3

Programming m m ~ p p p

Optimising programs - m ~ p p ~ m p

Setting machine m m m m

Operating and contrd m m m m

(Un-)loading m m m m

Mafntenance o 0 0 0

Legenda : - m : machine operator
- p : programmer
- o : maintenance technicians

Noble, an adherent of the labour process approach, also points to the above mentioned

relationship. According to him, the numerical contrd (NC) system, which resembles form 2 and

3, was adopted instead of the so-called record-playback method of programming, which

resembles forms 1 a en 1 b, precfsely because of the centralized programming function that is

likely to occur after the implementation of NC machines.

'Numerical control was based on a totally different philosophy of manufacturing. Here

the spec'rfications of every part, the information contained in the engineering blueprint, is

broken down into a mathematical description of the desired path of the cutting tod, and

ultimately, into hundreds or thousands of discrete instructions, translated for economy

into a numerical code, which is read by mach(ne contrds. The N.C.tape, in short, is a

means of formally synthesizing the skill of a machinist, circumventing his role as the

source of the intelligence of production (in theory)' (Noble, 1978, 327).

Further in his article, he quotes an engineer from General Electric, who was closely involved

with the development of both control mechanisms:

'Look, with record-playback the contrd of the machine remains with the machinist -

control of feeds, speeds, the number of cuts, output; with N.C. there is a shift of contrd

to management. Management is no longer dependent upon the operator and thus can

optimize the use of their machines. With N.C., contrd over the process is placed firmly

in the hands of management - and why shouldn't we have it ?' (Noble, 1978, 337)

Thus, NC makes a division of labour possible that, in Rs tum, enables management to keep
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contrd of the tabour process. In contrast, record-playback does not provide the opportunity of

separating programming and other tasks.

The proposed tight relationshlp between the programming method in use and the dNision of

labour can easily be interpreted as techndogical determinism. Both here and in Noble's article,

techndogical determinism is rejected and the existence of degrees of freedom is acknowled-

ged. But even if the above proposRbn is confirmed, that would be no prove at all of techndogi-

cai determinism, but only of the fact that the same choices conceming the divislon of labour

were made In the organisatk~ns Irnestigated. Furthemtore, even ff the programming method In

use determines the dNisbn of labour, there Is stNl freedom of choice to select one programming

method or another. If management wishes to create an integrated function, k may choose the

teach-in programming method; ff management opts for a centralized programming function, R

may purchase a robot that has to be programmed via the textual language method.

Gustafsson, Lundin and Widfeldt (1990) are working on a graphical tod to facilitate off-line

programming of arc welding robots. This graphical tod is a user friendly system, which may

enable the creation ot decentralized functions in case of off-Iine programming. However, this

system is still experimental.

~ Gesign orientation

Most dfscussions concerning the division o( labour focus on the design method that is explicitiy

or implicitly in use to design the production and labour organisatfon. One may d(stinguish two

different design orfentations as ideal types. The fractionized design orientation, commoniy

denoted as 'Taylorism', tries to achieve a maximal division of labour. In contrast with the

fractionfzed design orientatlon, 'New Production Concepts' are said to be emerging (Kem and

Schumann, 1984), which are orlentated on a minimum division of labour; hence, it will be called

'integrative design orientation'. These terms seem to cover the most essential characteristic of

both design orientations. Furthermore, they can be used as umbrella concepts, covering

specffic design methods. In addition, they can be used independently of specific periods,

industries and countries~.

As stated, the basic difference between both design orientations concems the extent of the

division of labour that is prescribed. This difference has important consequences for many

z For this rsason, Wmilar and mors familiar concepta such aa mschaniatic and orpanic orflanisationa (Burns
and Stalker, 1961) are not ussd. Moat of thsce concepta an hsavily associated with a particular theoretical
approach, thersby piviny this paper an undedrsd flsvour.
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organisational characteristics like the number of hierarchical levels, the number of staff

departments and the content of blue collar jobs. A fractionized design orientation results in a

high number of hierarchical tevels, many staff departments and (often highly) fragmented blue

collar jobs. Opposed to this Image, the integrative design orientations try to minimize the

number of hierarchical levels and staff departments. Furthermore, they aim at achieving high

quality jobs.

Both design orientations have a higly fdeal rypical character. Besides Scientific Management,

fractionized design orientations also contain Fordist and Faydist strategies, which can all be

seen as design methods that are based on a principle that is probably as oki as the phenome-

non 'organisation' ftself. The dassical Greek wrtter Xenophoon noted the relationship between

the size of the market and the extent of the division of labour. In the nineteenth century Charies

Babbage gave his name to the Babbage principle, holding that efficiency, and hence productivi-

ty, increases with the division of labour. For long, this principle has been held to be true, which

led to highly fragmented jobs, especially after Taylor's clearly formulated Scient'rfic Management

gave this movement momentum. However, fractionized design orientations have a number of

disadvantages. Important organisational disadvantages are the huge organisational complexity

and need for coordination and its incapacity to react to changing circumstances. Furthermore,

fragmented design orientatlons lead to low quality blue collar jobs, characterized by monotony

and low discretion. Although this was realized at least as eariy as the eightteenth century (by

Adam Smith), the occurrence of eariy integrative design methods like the German program

'Humanisierung des Arbeitsiebens' and the French program 'Amélioration des Conditions des

Travail' can for a substantial part be explained as a reaction to the degrading effect of the

(presumably) dominant fractionized design orientation on blue collar jobs (Lane, 1989). Other,

often more recent integrative design methods, emphasize organisational advantages and seem

to view positive effects on the quality of labour in the first place as an important organisational

advantage as this can be expected to have a favourable effect on, for instance, employee

motivation, and in the second place as an important argument to gain employee cooperation in

the transformation to an integrative design.

The extent to which both design orientations are dominant in organisation design differs among

countries (Maurice, Sorge and Warner, t980: Lane, 1989), industries and historical periods. The

current most prominent development in this fleld in the Netherlands is without any doubt a

design method called 'sociotechnical systems design'. The most prominent proponent is LU. de

Sitter, who can be seen as the founder of the Dutch sociotechnical school, although this

approach draws on earlier English arxf Scandinavian studies. It is characterized by an emphasis
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on the production structure and ks view on the qualiry of labour. Although the exact impact of

this school on the Dutch design orientation in general remains unclear, the increasing number

of cases using (variants of) this method reported in the Ikerature (for instance, COB~SER, 1990)

seems to pofnt to ks Increasing acceptance, predominantly in manufacturing Industries.

The relationship between design orientation and the division of labour around industrial robots is

fairly obvious: an integratfve design orientation is likely to result In the decentralization of

programming, while the fragmented orientation will lead to centralized programming. However,

as both concepts describe different dimensions of the same concept, namely, attkudes

conceming the preferable extent of the division of labour and the resuk of a design decision, a

proposkion concerning this relationship will be a tautology. Hence, k suffices to point to the role

management preferences in design orientations play in the structurfng of labour organisations.

This design orientation may however influence the choice between the altemative programming

methods described in section 4.2.

4-4 The number of o eo rating hours

Industrial robots are fairiy capital intensive, despke a recent decline in prices (average price now

approximately DM 72,000). Therefore, the number of operating hours may have to be increased

in order to share the fixed cost of a robot by a greater number of products. Product unk cost

may thus decrease, provided that the variable cost component per product does not increase

more than the fixed component decreases. An increase of the variable costs might be due to

increased wages to compensate for 'unsocial' working hours. One may however doubt whether

an extension of hours will be realised at a more than marginal rate, although k seems especially

advantageous in the case of a low cost strategy. Even an easily implementable working and

operating time pattern like the compressed workweek, which leads to an extension of the

weekly production time of in most cases 5 to 17 hours, is hardly used at all in Dutch manufactu-

ring industry. Some sixty manufacturing organisations were using k at the end of 1989 (De

Lange, 1989), which is less than one percent of all organisations in that sector (Loontechnische

Dienst, 1991).

Whether the introduction of industrial robots will lead to such extension will of course be the

subject of empirical research. This is not only true for the form such an extension may take (for

instance, compressed workweek or a particular number of shifts), but also for the influence such

an extension might have on the division of labour, the argument being that a temporal division
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of labour might occur.

One can imagine various forms of such an extension of operating hours

1. Unmanned production by the robot after the regular operating period.

The products handled dur(ng the extended perk~d are likely to be more simple and run In longer

batches than products during the regular operating period, as Dime (1989) describes for a

flexible manufacturing system In a Dutch machine shop. The set-up for the production run is

done as the last job during the regular period and can be handled after that. In case of

production disturbances, the robot is automatically tumed off. An altemative to this is that a

maintenance technician is wamed vfa a semaphone.

2. Manned production

If there Is manned production during the extended operating period, a temporal division of

labour may result. Temporal division of labour means, that differenUy qual'rfied employees are

working during the normat and the extended operating period respectively. The economic logic

behind this is that one tries to avoid an increase in variable costs and at the same time profft

from a decreasing fixed cost component, thus minimizing the input of labour during the more

expensive extended period. This can either be done by simplifying the work to be pertormed in

the extended period or by educating employees to work independently, even in the event of

disturbances. Thus there are several possibilkies:

a. In the first place, there may be a unskilled operator, who can only load and unload the

robot, set the machine and~or contrd It. In case of disturbances, the robot will be

turned off. More complicated activfties like programming are done by higher skilled

operators during regular working hours.

b. Skilled independent operators are present. They are able to operate the robot indepen-

dent of any supporting services. In this case, an extension of the operating period may

result in a rising qualiflcation level d robot operators.

c. All supporting services are present during both the normal and the extended operating

period. In this case there is no temporal division of labour nor savings on variable

labour costs.

3. Programming outside of regular productíon period

This alternative contrasts with the previous options in that the more expensive programmíng

tasks are performed during the extended period. This allows for a fult or partial elimination of

downtime due to programming during the regular production period, which is of course only

relevant if an on-line programming method is used. When management stresses a high

utilisation rate or when other production activities are deperxlent upon the progress in the

robotised activ'rty, this option may occur. Although at first sight this option may seem unlikely,
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maintenance work is often done outside production hours precisely for the same reason;

Benders and Daems (1988) give an example of this phenomenon.

Owing to the capital intensity of industrial robots, an extension of the number of operating hours

is likely to resuft In decreasing product costs. There are varfous forrns in which such an

extension might be shaped. However, the rather passive attitude of Dutch management

regarding this topic, even in the case of capftal intensNe production facilities, makes ft unlikely

that the operating period will be extended in a substantial number of enterprises.

~ labour markets

As touched upon in the previous section, an additional reason for the emergence of new labour

organisations is the rising educational level, which can be detected in the majority of industrlali-

zed countries. In order to use the investments in this 'human capital' effectNely, the qualification

level' of functions has to be adapted. Taylorism not only proved a highly efficient method of

production, it also led to a degrading quality of work, which contrasts sharply with the rising

level of education (Huijgen, 1990). This rising educational level is mentioned as an important

reason to Introduce new deslgn methods. For instance, De Sitter stated: 'The qualRative

tensions on the labour market, which are shown in the differences between the supply and

demand, wiil have to be bridged by changes in the production' (1981, 112).

However, this argument leaves the existence of underutilization of human capital outside

consideration. As Teulings (1991) empirically demonstrated when there is an excess supply of

labour and rigid wages, as was the case in the Netherlands in the first half of the 'f30, employers

prefer employees who possess higher qual'rfications: they tend to become more choosy, since

they are able to select higher quai'Ified personnel without additional costs. Based on empirical

research in three German areas, Geriach states the economic advantages employers expect

from hiring overqual'rfied employees:

'An expected greater labour discipline and quality (compared with uneducated employ-

ees), shorter periods to learn the job, a(suspected) close availability of practiced skills

and qualifications, acquired during the education, as well as a potent'lal broader

3 oualification Ievsl and skills can be opsrationaliasd in various ways. Furthsrmors, both concepts ars

clossly related. In order to make ths atudy comparabls with influential msinstream rsasarch and to
lncorporate ths mentionsd rslationship betwsen qualification levsl and skills, ths opsntionslisation of

Schumann st elii (1990) will be ussd.
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deptoyabillty in the sense of flexibility' (1990, 167).

Thus De Sitter's argument that changes in the organisation of labour are necessary because of

the rising general level of educatlon have to be considered as normative and prescriptive, rather

than as positNe and descriptlve. This situation may change of course as labour markets tighten.

In that case, employees flnd themselves in the comfortable position of being able to pick the

employers acconiing to their preferences. One of the elemeMS playing a major rde in this

choíce is the content of the jobs offered. Afthough neoGassical economics would assume the

wages to rise in order to expect a new equilibrium, the function Gassification systems common-

ly in use ln the Netheriands wAI probably preveM substantial increases in wages. If the same

system however rewanis jobs with higher qualifications better than lower qualified jobs, scarce

personnel is likely to pick jobs that require high qualifications. Thus it can be expected that in a

tight labour market employees wlll be able to acquire jobs that frt with thefr qualifications.

Underutilization is therefore not likely to occur in tight labour markets.

This argument has to be seen in the light of segmented labour markets. Whereas a general

scarcity of employees might resuft in fitting jobs for employees of all qualificatlonal leveis, the

pattern changes in case of scarcity at some segments of the iabour market. Given the fact that

employees are able to perform tasks of a lower qual'rficational level, but are not likely to perform

tasks above their qualificational level, scarcity is most likely to occur at the higher segments of

the labour market. At present (1991) personnel whh a vocational technical training (LTS or MTS)

are scarce, which is especially true for CNC programmers. This scarcity at a medium segment

of the (technical) labour market may result in a higher rather than a lower division of labour. The

employers' organisation for the metallurgic industry FME states in a report about the labour

market:

'MTS'ers quit their jobs 'rf they have to perform pure production work. ('they want to

program and be prepared for functions in middle management')' (1990, 15).

Thus stated, employers may see themselves forced to offer programming tasks to MTSers,

provided they want to keep the MTSers. The more mundane tasks will then remafn for lower

qualified employees. Whether MTSers are actually needed to program CNC machlnes is subject

to discussion: according to Ten Have (1988), Dutch employers have a tendency to select

overqual'rfied employees to deal with CNC machines, largely to cope with the uncertainry and

disturbances caused by the (ntroduct(on of this new technology. Thus, selection criteria might

be higher than necessary. This may aiso be the case after the introduction of integrative work

concepts like autonomous task-groups': although their introductfon is desired, according to De

Sitter, fn order to eliminate curreM undenrtilizatfon of employees, higher selection crfteria may

be used fn order to attract 'properly qualified' employees for autonomous work-groups thus
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creating the same problem of underutGization at a higher Ievei. As far as the dNisbn o( labour

around industrfal robots is concemed, a possibly existing (real or perceNed) scarcity o( qualifled

programmers may result in centrallzed rather than decentralized programming.

Summarizing this section, it can be stated that the assertion that labour organisatbns have to

be redesigned in order to offer jobs wfth higher qualificatfons has to be conskiered prescriptNe

rather than descrlptNe. A redesign of labour organisatkx~s is only Iikely to occur in case d a

generai scarcity of employees, so employees are able to pick Jobs that fit with their qualificati-

ons. In case ot scarcity at some labour markets segments, these employees in these segments

are Ifkely to acquire jobs that flt with their qualiflcations at the expense of lower qualified

employees, tor whom the more mundane tasks are left.
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~ Discussion

The word robot was introduced by the Czech playwriter Capek in his play 'Rossums Universal

Robots', which was first performed In the 1920's. In this play, robots tried to conquer the world

and created much confusion. Some 70 years later, when empirical data show that robots are

beginning to conquer the worid, be ft in a flgurative sense, more insight is needed into the use

of industrial robots and the divislon of labour around them. Such emplr(cal research in the

Netherlands has been restricted to the use of spot welding robots in the automobile industry. As

especially arc welding robots are being Implemented in increasing numbers and are currently

even the maln application of industrial robots in the Netheriands, future empirical research

should be directed mafnly at arc welding robots. Hence, two propositions were formulated

regarding the role two variables, namely, the product strategy arxl the programming method (as

part of the technical production system called Industrial robot), play in the relation between the

dNision of labour and the use of industrial robots. The relatlonship between the three remalning

concepts in the theoretical model, namely the design orientation (to cover for the underiying

phiiosophy regarding the structuring of production and labour organisations), the number of

operating hours and the labour market, are not sufficiently Clear to permit the formulatlon of a

straightforward proposition. Although relationshfps between these varlables exist, their exact

nature and direction may take many different forms. It may however be possible to formulate

'elective affinities' (Sorge and Streeck, 1988). The question remains to what extent the elements

distinguished in the theoretical model can be fit into such elective affinities. For instance, the

use of a teach-in programming method is fairly likely to coincide with an integrative functfon

(proposition II and Table 3). The same is true for product strategy which can be characterised

by, for instance, small batch sizes and a high product variabiliry (cfr. proposition I). However,

the long on-line programming period may make teach-in programming unsuitabie for small

batch production (Groover, 1987).
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